Tails - Bug #17352
Feature #6560 (Resolved): UEFI Secure boot

Release alpha with Secure Boot, GRUB, and overlayfs
12/15/2019 04:30 PM - intrigeri

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: % Done: 100%
Category: Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: Tails_4.2
Due date: 0.00 hour
Feature Branch: Starter:
Type of work: Communicate
Affected tool:

Description
Primary motivation: super cheap way to raise awareness about upcoming great improvements, which could support our donation campaign.
Secondary motivation: learn ASAP if our PoC does not work on some systems.

I'll try to do this by the end of the year, with a send a call for testing only on twitter & -testers@, and no blog post.

This should be built out of the feature/6560-secure-boot branch, merging the latest feature/8415-overlayfs-force-all-tests into it if needed.
This would be an alpha built on Jenkins, with no QA done on it whatsoever, apart of course of making sure that it boots on at least one system with Secure Boot enabled.

Subtasks:
Feature #17373: Tweet secure boot
Rejected

History
#1 - 12/17/2019 09:54 AM - intrigeri
Hi @sajolida!
I'm not sure yet if/when I'll have time to do that so I can't carve a schedule in stone but if there's anything I should ideally coordinate with, in particular wrt. the donation campaign, please let me know :)

#2 - 12/17/2019 12:05 PM - sajolida
Any time is fine.

#3 - 12/21/2019 03:11 PM - intrigeri
- Status changed from Confirmed to In Progress

The (minimalist) call for testing is out: https://lists.autistici.org/message/20191221.150827.105ba267.en.html
@sajolida, do you want to write a tweet about it by Dec 24, to get folks excited? Else, I'm happy to do it myself.

#4 - 12/28/2019 10:56 AM - intrigeri
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- Assignee deleted (intrigeri)

Tweeted https://twitter.com/Tails_live/status/1210876933552197634